FOLD DOWN
WALL ORGANIZER
Hardware kit
I N S P I R AT I O N A L G U I D E

There has never been a better time than to
find one more place for storage. This Made
By Me Kit by National Hardware gives you
the advantage of making exactly what you
need in the space you need it. It allows you
to create a desk when you need it and a chalk
board when you don’t. It could also be a
home bar either outside or in. What about an
art or craft station for your kids or a place to
store your garden tools when you need them?

STEP 1: Dream
This kit can be intimidating because you do have to select just one place to put this project, but this
is the moment to determine where your first fold-down kit should go. Fair warning, it is easy to find
reasons to put many more of these together for your home. You will see!

here are a couple of things you should consider:
DESK
A desk is the traditional use for a folding kit. It is easy
to find a nook to steal space for a work from home
center or a quick place to do homework. The great
benefit of a desk like this is that you can transform
the outside when the desk is closed to reflect your
own personal style. This is especially helpful if your
desk is used for a smaller set who needs some
inspiration to get homework done.

Home Bar
Whether your elixir of choice is a hoppy IPA or a
fine Scotch, the tools for your home bar now have
a special place. Whether it is simply a corkscrew
or keeping your special shot glasses, customizing
the space can be easy and effective. Remember,
bars can be both inside or outside. This can easily
accommodate snacks for a party outside or simply
hold the lemonade for the kid’s table.

WRAPPING CENTER
Ribbons, bows, bags, scissors and tape conveniently
in one place, can make even the most tedious of tasks
seem less like a chore. Dress up the outside to make it
an inviting space that screams of the celebrations you
are preparing for.
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JEWELRY BOX
Why settle for a simple box, when you can create a
one of a kind piece? Inserting a mirror in the back
ensures you have a place to try it on all as well.

BEAUTY center
Beauty is in the eye of the beholder, as the saying
goes, but no one needs to see a mountain of clutter
when entering a bathroom. Build a space where you
can not only store all of your cosmetics, but you can
create new makeup looks.

Craft Center
Each home needs a place to stash your most
important supplies. Whether you like to celebrate
your children’s new art project or are in need of
a place to stash your pottery supplies, knitting
needles or paint brushes; an enclosed space for
it ensures nothing goes amiss.

Garden Center
Whether you have a green thumb or a very black one,
the convenience of putting your spade, spare pots
and soil can be easily stored in your new fold down
potting station.
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STEP 2: DESIGN
Now that you have established your use for your folding structure,
you need to determine the style and design you would like to bring to it.

here are a couple of things you should consider:
Color
If you are interested in incorporating your space
seamlessly into the wall, painting it the same color
as your wall will ensure it becomes almost invisible.
But if you want to make it a statement, adding
wallpaper, a pop of color or a beautiful wood finish
can create a truly unique space.

Dimensions
Make sure to measure well and ensure that you
have the right dimensions for what you want
to include in your box and how much space
your project will take when fully opened.

customize your collections
If you have a collection of eye shadow pallets,
make sure you have space for them. If you need
something longer and thinner, for your necklace
collection, ensure your box fits the very longest one.
Remember to use all dimensions of your folding
desks including the backs by incorporating pin
boards, dry erase, mirrors, magnetic chalk board
and color to ensure it works for you.
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STEP 3: assemble
Once you have the dimensions you
have measured, please follow the
step by step guide to complete your
installation. Always watch for the
safe working load to ensure that you
aren’t overloading your folding space.

STEP 4: ENJOY!
Now is the time to install all
your products in your new space.
Remember to show us your work
so that you can inspire others to
make something incredible for
their own home.
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SHOW US YOUR PROJECT
Share your finished project on social media using #MadeXMe
for a chance to be featured or win another Made by Me™ box.
@nationalhrdware

For more information, visit us at:

www.national-hardware.com/madexme
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